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Abstract Geosensor networks present unique resource constraints to spatial computation, including limited battery power, communication constraints, and frequently a
lack of coordinate positioning systems. As a result, there is a need for new algorithms
that can efficiently satisfy basic spatial queries within those resource constraints.
This paper explores the design and evaluation of a family of new algorithms for
determining the topological relations between regions monitored by such a resourceconstrained geosensor network. The algorithms are based on efficient, decentralized
(in-network) variants of conventional 4-intersection and intersection and difference
models, with in-network data aggregation. Further, our algorithms operate without
any coordinate information, making them suitable applications where a positioning
system is unavailable or unreliable. While all four algorithms are shown to have overall communication complexity O(n) and optimal load balance O(1), the algorithms
differ in the level of topological detail they can detect; the types of regions they
can monitor; and in the constant factors for communication complexity. The paper
also demonstrates the impact of finite granularity observations on the correctness
of the query results. In the conclusions, we identify the need to conduct further
fundamental research on the relationship between topological relations between
regions and limited granularity sensor observations of those regions.
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1 Introduction
Geosensor networks (wireless network of tiny, untethered computing devices monitoring phenomena in geographic space [22]) present exciting new possibilities
to a broad range of environmental applications, like habitat monitoring, carbon
accounting, and precision agriculture. However, the inherent resource constraints in
geosensor networks, in particular limited energy resources, demand new approaches
to spatial computing that can minimize communication and even operate without
knowledge of nodes’ coordinate locations.
The single most important technique for minimizing communication is the design of decentralized algorithms. In a decentralized algorithm, no node has global
knowledge of the state of the entire network; instead each node has local knowledge
about its state and that of its immediate neighbors. Decentralized algorithms help
to minimize communication by ensuring information is communicated to neighbors
only as required, and aggregated and processed within the network.
In addition to communication constraints, nodes frequently lack access to information about their coordinate position. Nodes may be located in environments
that are unfavorable for positioning systems (e.g., using GPS in dense vegetation
or underwater environments). Energy constraints may hamper positioning (e.g.,
where positioning systems have high energy budgets or long time-to-first-fix). Or
positioning systems may simply be unavailable (e.g., low-cost, disposable nodes that
simply lack sophisticated localization sensors). However, in such cases nodes are still
expected to have access to one important piece of spatial information: neighborhood.
Thus, although there is no information about the location of the sensors, it is possible
to deduce topological relations between regions based on basic point-set topology
concepts [4, 8, 9]. The topological aspects have been distinct from the geometric
aspects [1]. The topology (i.e., qualitative geometry [14]) therefore is another way
of determining topological relations not based on computational geometry.
Accordingly, this research focuses on efficient, decentralized, and coordinatefree algorithms for determining the topological relations between multiple regions
monitored by such a resource-constrained geosensor network. The algorithms adapt
two conventional models of the topological relations between regions [4, 8] to the
unique constraints of decentralized spatial computing environments. The algorithms
are kept efficient through the combination of two complementary decentralized
computing strategies: restricting computation to spatial structures (boundaries) to
reduce the number of nodes that have to take part in communication; and data
aggregation to eliminate the communication of redundant information. This paper
does, however, substantially revise and extend our previous work presented in a
recent short conference article [6].
Following a review of related work (Section 2), Section 3 precisely specifies the
construction of four related algorithms in order of increasing sophistication. Section
4 then presents an experimental evaluation of the overall efficiency, load balance,
and accuracy of the algorithms, using simulation. Finally, the paper concludes with
a discussion of the limitations of the approach and future work, in particular the
importance of granularity effects in accurate topological queries (Section 5).
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2 Background
2.1 Decentralized spatial computing
The design of decentralized algorithms in wireless sensor networks is a significant
and active research problem. In-network data aggregation, for example, is one fundamental technique for reducing the number of data transmissions in decentralized
algorithms (e.g., [12, 17, 19, 34, 40]). The algorithms in this research also depend
partly on data aggregation.
However, in designing decentralized spatial algorithms, the primary focus has
been on using spatial structures, like boundaries, regions, Voronoi cells, or planar
communication graphs, for structuring communication and computation. For example, [29, 35] use decentralized plane sweeps to efficiently coordinate spatial queries,
including identifying peaks, pits, and saddle points in monitored fields. Sharifzadeh
and Shahabi [31] use Voronoi diagrams to extend existing in-network aggregation
techniques in order to perform spatial averages, weighted by the size of Voronoi
cells for each node. Lian et al. [18] show how energy requirements for spatiotemporal
queries can be substantially reduced by using the boundaries of regions to report for
the entire region.
This paper continues the approach of using spatial structures (in our case
region boundaries) to efficiently compute topological relations between regions.
Specifically, this paper is concerned with queries about the topological relations
between two spatial regions, such as “Does region A cover or contain region B?”
The regions in question may be bona fide (such as the presence or absence of
monitored pollutant) or may be fiat regions derived from thresholding continuous
fields (e.g., temperatures above 30 ◦ C) [39]. For example, specific applications of
these algorithms might include whether regions of high fuel load and temperature
hot-spots overlap in bushfire monitoring; or whether regions of high nitrogen update
are contained within regions of high soil moisture in conservation wetlands creation.

2.2 Topological relations between regions
There are several related models of the topological relations between spatial regions
in artificial intelligence and spatial information science. The most well-known is
the 4-intersection model [8], which considers the intersections between the two
regions’ (more specifically, point sets’) topological interiors(◦ ) and boundaries(∂).
For example, topological relations between region A and region B can be denoted by
a four-tuple (∂ A ∩ ∂ B, ∂ A ∩ B◦ , A◦ ∩ ∂ B, A◦ ∩ B◦ ). By assigning the values empty
(Ø) and non-empty (¬Ø) for the four intersections, this model can differentiate
24 = 16 binary topological relations. But eight of these sixteen relations can be
realized for two simple regions in the plane as shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, [9] adds to the 4-intersection model the two objects’ complements,
yielding the 9-intersection model (although the resulting topological relations are
identical to the case of connected regions with Jordan boundaries). An alternative
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disjoint (0000)

equal (1001)

contains (0011)

meet (1000)

covers (1011)

overlap (1111)

inside (0101)

covered by (1101)

Fig. 1 The eight topological relations between two regions based on the 4-intersection model

formulation in [4] uses intersection and difference between regions to improve the
efficiency of computing these relations.
These approaches assume regions are “simple” (homeomorphic to a disk). However, other extensions for describing the topological relations between complex
areal objects, such as disconnected regions and regions with holes, have also been
proposed (e.g., [10, 16]). The TRCR model (topological relations for composite
regions) [2] provides a mechanism for describing topological relations between
composite regions (i.e., composed from multiple disconnected simple regions) based
on the 4-intersection model. The research by [21] extends the approach further
for handling of the compositions of disconnected regions and holes. Schneider and
Behr [30] has also introduced definitions of general spatial data types for complex
regions based on the 9-intersection model by using a proof technique called proof-byconstraint-and-drawing. Based on this model, 33 different topological relations can
be identified between two complex region objects and these topological relations
are grouped by generic topological cluster predicates (i.e., the familiar set of eight
topological relations).
However, these models are not appropriate to be adopted directly in geosensor
networks [5]. Specifically, from a decentralized perspective, while an individual node
may be able to determine if the intersection between two point sets is not empty (e.g.,
a single node that locally senses both region A and region B can locally infer that A ∩
B ̸ = ∅), it is never possible for an individual node to determine if the intersection
between two point sets is empty (e.g., a single node that does not locally sense both
regions A and B can not infer that A ∩ B ̸ = ∅, since there may be some other node in
the network that can sense both region A and region B). This observation has direct
implications for designing efficient decentralized spatial algorithms, when compared
with conventional, centralized alternatives.
It is worth mentioning a completely different, axiomatic approach that can also be
used to describe topological spatial region relations, including disconnected regions
and regions with holes. Region connection calculus (RCC) [3, 23] relies on a binary
connectedness relation, rather than boundaries, interiors, and complements of point
sets. In our work, the point-set based approach is preferred to RCC, because
boundaries, interiors, and complements can be efficiently and locally computed in
a geosensor network (e.g., [6, 7, 11, 39]). By contrast, connectedness is a primitive in
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RCC, and practically computing whether two nodes are “connected” in a sense compatible with RCC (e.g., path connected) would be highly inefficient in a geosensor
network.
While computational geometry can be used to determine topological relations,
we regard topological relations as set-theoretic constructs. None of these approaches
mentioned above [2, 8, 9, 23] use any geometry at all in defining topological relations,
even though they all have well-defined boundary and interior concepts.
Finally, unlike most other recent work on decentralized spatial algorithms for
topological queries (e.g., [7, 11, 15, 27, 39]), this paper does not assume any knowledge of coordinate positions for nodes. One of our previous works has begun to
address the issue of detecting topological changes to region relations (e.g., transitioning from meet to overlap) without coordinate information [13]. By contrast, in
this paper we are concerned with the complementary question of static topological
relations between regions (i.e., “snapshot” queries). Similarly, this research extends
the previous work [6] such that this paper can generate topological relations between
simple and complex regions ranging from the coarse granularity topological relations
to the fine granularity topological relations at a small computational cost.

3 Algorithms
In this section we present four algorithms, in order of increasing complexity. The
first algorithm represents a naïve approach, where all nodes at the intersection of
two regions A and B are actively involved in the computation. The second algorithm
improves efficiency by restricting computation only to nodes at the boundary of the
intersection of A and B, but at the cost of reduced topological relation granularity.
The third algorithm goes further and involves the one-hop neighbors of nodes at
the boundary of the intersection of A and B in order to regain the fine topological
granularity at a small computational cost. Finally, the fourth algorithm demonstrates
how the approach can be extended to determine the topological relations between
complex areal objects composed of multiple disconnected parts.
It is worth noting that even though we can use computational geometry to
compute topological relations, set-theoretic constructions are more fundamental.
This is important in the context of geosensor networks, where coordinate location
is either resource intensive to compute, or frequently unavailable. Thus, algorithms
presented in this paper propose qualitative approach based on relative neighborhood
information to determine topological relationship.
3.1 Algorithm preliminaries
The design and specification of the algorithms presented in this paper follow the
approach of Santoro [28]. Each algorithm begins with a list of restrictions, specifying
the assumptions required for the algorithm to operate. Following previous work, in
this paper we assume as restrictions:
–

a geosensor network, modeled as a connected, undirected graph G = (V, E). Our
algorithm places no restrictions on whether the graph is planar, although the
results of the algorithm may vary depending on the network structure (cf. [26]).
The neighbors of a node v ∈ V are denoted nbr(v), where nbr(v) = {v ′ |v, v ′ ∈ E}.
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–
–

each node has sensors capable of determining whether a node detects a region A
and/or B, modeled as a function sense : V → P ({A, B}) (P ({A, B} is the power
set of {A, B}).
communication is reliable, in the sense that all messages sent will be delivered
without corruption in a finite amount of time. We make no assumptions about
the communication latency or the order in which messages are received (e.g.,
individual messages may be delayed or even “overtake” other messages).

The neighborhood of each node (i.e., nbr(v)) is simply those nodes with which
it can engage in direct (one-hop) communication. Thus, it is guaranteed that each
node knows its neighbors because they must be within communication range, in
which case the reliable communication assumption ensures that node will hear
messages from them. Accordingly, nodes must already know which neighbors are
in their immediate (one-hop communication) vicinity. This is a standard assumption
in distributed systems [28].
After the restrictions, each algorithm specifies a set of states for nodes (written
in small capital letters); the allowable transitions between states (together forming
a state transition system); and the initial states for nodes. In this paper, all the
algorithms are initialized with all nodes in state idle, except one designated sink
node initialized in the sink state. The sink node is responsible for initiating the query
and collating the partially processed responses from targeted nodes in the network.
Although we use a single sink node in our algorithm, the algorithm might easily be
extended to operate with multiple or zero sink nodes (in the latter case retaining
information in the network for use in subsequent, more sohisticated algorithms).
Following [28], each node has capabilities including access to local memory, local
processing, and communication. Local memory includes the initially defined states
(see above). It may also contain local variables: data structures that each node may
use to store information created during algorithm execution (listed as the last item in
the algorithm header).
In each state, a node can only respond to system events (written in italics). Just two
types of events are required in this paper:1 receiving a message (Receiving keyword)
or spontaneous events (Spontaneously keyword, typically used to start an algorithm).
When an event occurs, a node will react by executing an indivisible and terminating
sequence of operations called an action. Actions are executed without interruption
(i.e., no other events can affect an action) and must end within a finite amount of
time. For each state and event there must be exactly one action, State × Event →
Action; state, event pairs with no specified actions are defined to be associated with
the empty action.
Inside each action, it is important to be able to distinguish each individual node’s
local knowledge from the state of the network (i.e., a given node v will have access to
its own sensed data sense(v), but not to that of any other node sense(v ′ ) unless it has
previously been explicitly communicated to and locally stored at v). To enforce and
◦
highlight the local knowledge of a node, the over-dot notation sense (termed “local”
or “my” sense) is used to refer to the current node’s knowledge of that function (i.e.,
◦
for an arbitrary node ◦ ∈ V clear from the context, sense is equivalent to sense(◦)).

1 Santoro

[28] defines a third system event type: an alarm/trigger event.
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Given this information, each node can determine whether they are boundary
nodes or interior nodes in a sensed region based on short-range, peer to peer
communication. Figure 2 illustrates how to determine the boundary of the region
in a geosensor network. Boundary nodes that can sense they are inside a sensed
region and have a one-hop neighbor outside the region. Similarly, interior nodes are
inside a sensed region, but only can communicate with nodes in a sensed region.
Apparently, the boundary defined by geosensor networks will be necessarily at
a coarser granularity than the phenomenon itself. However, this will be the case
for any geographic information, which must also necessarily be at a limited level
of granularity (in indeed the granularity limitations may actually be lessened by
geosensor networks, where typically nodes are spatially densely distributed).
Using this idea, it is possible to adopt the 4-intersection model in order to systematically determine topological relations between regions monitored by a geosensor
network. Later sections will introduce some more sophisticated algorithms with
simplified figures.
3.2 Basic algorithm
Algorithm 1 (basic) is a direct, decentralized analog of the well-known 4-intersection
model [8]. Starting with the sink node, the network is flooded with a ping message,
as the basis for constructing a routing tree (with each node storing its immediate
◦
parent in the tree, parent). This step requires in total |V| messages, leading to "(n)
overall communication complexity (ping messages sent), with optimal "(1) load
balance (number of messages per node). The payload of each ping message includes
a node’s sensed value (in or out of region A and/or B). Using this information about
its neighbors, a node can deduce the following (see Fig. 3):
–
–

◦

A node that senses A and B (sense = {A, B}) and has at least one one-hop
neighbor that senses both A and B, is at the boundary of A and B, i.e.,
∂ A ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅ (see Algorithm 1, line 17);
A node that senses A and B and has at least one one-hop neighbor that senses B
only, is also at the boundary of A, i.e., ∂ A ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅ (see Algorithm 1, line 18);

Fig. 2 Boundary and interior
nodes in a sensed region
(Black nodes are boundary
nodes and white nodes with
black thick stroke are interior
nodes)
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–
–

A node that senses A and B and has at least one one-hop neighbor that senses A
only, is also at the boundary of B, i.e., A◦ ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅ (see Algorithm 1, line 19);
and
A node that senses A and B, and has only neighbors that also sense A and B is
in the interior of A and B, i.e., A◦ ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅ (see Algorithm 1, line 21).

Each node stores the non-empty intersections it can deduce (Fig. 3) as a four-bit
number, using the function bnum : V → B4 (see Algorithm 1, line 4). In turn, each
non-zero bit signifies a node has deduced: ∂ A ∩ ∂ B, ∂ A ∩ B◦ , A◦ ∩ ∂ B, A◦ ∩ B◦ ,
respectively (e.g., see Fig. 3).

When an idle node has received ping messages from all its neighbors, it tran◦

sitions to a done state. If that node’s inferred bnum ̸ = 0000 (i.e., if the node is
somewhere at the intersection between A and B) it will forward a rprt message
to the sink node (see Algorithm 1, lines 20–23). Nodes receiving a rprt message
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Fig. 3 Four inferred bit
combinations at the
intersection of two regions, A
and B. 1000 is in ∂ A ∩ ∂ B;
0100 is in ∂ A ∩ B◦ ; 0010 is in
A◦ ∩ ∂ B; 0001 is in A◦ ∩ B◦

1000
0010

0001

0100

compare their existing knowledge with the received information using a logical,
bitwise disjunction operator (see Algorithm 1, lines 25–27). Data aggregation is used
to ensure only new information, not previously known to the node, is forwarded
further towards the sink. This process of data aggregation is shown in Fig. 4. The
bold dark edges are in the rooted tree, established using ping messages to return
information to the sink node. In Fig. 4 step 1, every node senses their own value
and then updates their bit sequence. After receiving messages from all one-hop
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Fig. 4 Data aggregation process (steps 1–4)
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Table 1 Determining the topological relation between regions (see basic Algorithm 1, line 10 and
Algorithm 3, line 10), for bnum(v) ∈ B4 of sink node v ∈ V
bnum(s) for sink node s ∈ V

Topological relation

0000
1000, 1100, 1110, 0110, 1010
1111, 0111
1001, 1000
0011, 0010
1011, 1010
0101, 0100
1101, 1100

A, B disjoint
A, B meet
A, B overlap
A, B equal
A contains B
A covers B
A inside B
A coveredby B

1000 indicates ∂ A ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅; 0100 indicates ∂ A ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅; 0010 indicates A◦ ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅; and 0001
indicates A◦ ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅

neighbors, every node with any non-zero bits forwards an rprt message to its parent
node in the routing tree (Fig. 4 step 2). Before forwarding an rprt message, nodes
compare their bit sequence with previously received information, and only forward
new, previously unseen information to the sink node in Fig. 4, steps 3–4. Because of
this data aggregation, each node may transmit at most four rprt messages, leading
again to an overall worst case communication complexity of O(n) and load balance
O(1). However, in practice, only a small proportion of nodes are expected to lie
at the intersection of A and B (if any), meaning the average case communication
complexity for rprt messages may be much better.
In the final step, the sink node can deduce the topological relation between the
two regions using the bitwise disjunction of all received messages (Algorithm 1, line
10 and Table 1). Because of the limited spatial granularity of the sensor network,
the table is not the same as the familiar 4-intersection model, but includes the full
16 possible bit combinations. For example, overlap is not simply 1111, but also 0111,
because for two overlapping regions it is possible that no node in the neighborhood of
a node that senses both A and B happens to sense neither A nor B (i.e., all neighbors
of nodes that sense A and B, sense either A, B, or A and B). Figure 5a illustrates an
example of such an overlap configuration. Another example of granularity effects is
the meet relation, where bit sequences includes 1100, 1110, 0110, and 1010 in addition
to the expected 1000. Again, because of limited spatial granularity, a node that is at
the boundary of A and B, may detect the boundary of A, the boundary of B, and the
combined boundary of A and B through separate interactions with neighbors (see
Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5 Example bit
combinations that do not
directly correspond to the
4-intersection model: a overlap
relation and b meet relation

0011 0111
0011

0101

0111

a. Overlap

1010

1100

0110
1110

b. Meet
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1010

1000

1000
1000

1000
1000

1100

1010
1010

1100

1100

1000

1000

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 6 Limited granularity and topological relation uniqueness: a 1000 could be classified as meet or
equal; b 1010 could be classified as meet or cover; and c 1100 could be classified as meet or covered by

Further, not all bit combinations specify a unique topological relation. Specifically,
1000 may indicate meet or equal; 1010 may indicate meet or cover; and 1100 may
indicate meet or covered by. Figure 6 illustrates these degenerate cases. Lastly, one
of the sixteen topological spatial relations, 0001 (omitted from Table 1), can only
occur where the boundaries of both regions are beyond the spatial extents of the
network (as shown in Fig. 7).
3.3 Three-bit coarse resolution topological relations between simple regions (3bit)
Algorithm 1 illustrates a number of issues that arise when decentralizing the 4intersection model, and more importantly the confounding effects of the limited
spatial granularity of a geosensor network. In particular, those relations that involve
boundary conditions (meet, covers, and covered by) are in some senses not welldefined in that boundaries in a sensor network cannot be directly sensed; instead
they must be inferred from pairs of neighbor nodes that straddle the boundary.
Consequently, the granularity of the network places limitations on the level of detail
that can be provided about the boundary location. However, limited granularity is
a feature of any spatial data capture technology, and indeed a geosensor network
might even expect to be at finer granularity than more traditional spatial data capture
Fig. 7 The spatial extent of
the network is smaller than the
boundaries of both regions
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100 100 100
100

111

100

011

a. A, B disjoint (000)

b. A, B overlap (111 or 011)

010
010

100

100

c. A, B equal (100)
101
001

110
010

d. A inside B (010 or 110)

e. A contains B (001 or 101)

Fig. 8 Three-bit coarse resolution topological relations between two spatial regions

methods. Thus an alternative to address this issue is to move to a coarser level
of topological granularity, instead distinguishing between just five (rather than the
conventional 8) topological relations: disjoint, overlap, contains, inside, and equals.
Monitoring these coarser-grained topological relations can be achieved using just
three bits (i.e., ∂ A ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅, ∂ A ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅, A◦ ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅) and involving only those
nodes at the boundary of the intersection between A and B (see Fig. 8). Algorithm
2 (3bit) is a direct adaptation of Algorithm 1 using only these three-bit sequences.
Crucially, the algorithm is expected to be computationally more efficient, requiring
at most three rprt messages per node. Further, since rprt messages are only
initiated at the boundary of the intersection between A and B (rather than over
the entirety intersection of A and B), the overall number of rprt messages sent is
D
expected to scale in proportion to |V| 2 , where D ∈ [1, 2) is the fractal dimension
of the region [7]. Estimates of fractal dimension for geographic shapes vary widely.
For example, fractal dimensions of regions representing urban growth are typically
in the interval D ∈ [1.2, 1.7] [32]; other features like river networks have higher
estimated fractal dimensions, D ∈ [1.4, 1.9] [25, 36]. However, irrespective of the
precise value of D, involving only nodes at the boundary of regions in initiating
rprt messages reduces the overall communication complexity for these messages
to O(nk ) where 0.5 ≤ k < 1. The reason behind this is that a fractal dimension is
an index characterizing geometric forms of spatial objects (e.g., irregularity, scaleindependence, and self-similarity) [32]. If spatial objects have Euclidean geometric
regularity, the fractal dimension equals the topological dimension. For example, if D
equals 0, 1 or 2, it describes points, lines or surfaces respectively. Thus, a set’s fractal
dimension exceeds its topological dimension [20]. Accordingly, the fractal dimension
of the boundary of the region component is D ∈ [1, 2) [7].
3.4 Four-bit fine-grained topological relations between simple regions (4bit)
Algorithm 3 (4bit) again returns to fine-granularity topological relations and a
four-bit representation. However, building on the idea introduced in the previous
section (that average-case efficiency can be improved by only involving nodes at the
boundary of the intersection between A and B in the generation of rprt messages)
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Algorithm 3 uses a node’s knowledge of its neighboring nodes to ensure only
boundary nodes and any of their one-hop neighbors in the interior of the intersection
of A and B send rprt messages to the sink. The intuition here is that nodes that are
both in the interior of the intersection between A and B and have no neighbors at the
boundary of the intersection of A and B hold only redundant information about the
topological relation between the region and so need never initiate an rprt message
unlike Algorithm 1. Thus, Algorithm 3 is able to achieve the same fine-granularity
topological detail as Algorithm 1, but with only nodes at most one-hop from the
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boundary of the intersection of A and B responding, again ensuring the number
D
of rprt messages should be proportional to |V| 2 , and so overall communication
k
complexity of rprt messages O(n ), 0.5 ≤ k < 1.
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Algorithm 3 can be summarized by highlighting the following features:
–
–
–

–

–
–

The single init sink node begins the algorithm as normal by broadcasting a ping
message before transitioning to state sink.
ping messages are flooded throughout the network, enabling nodes to identify
their parents in the routing tree, and determine whether they are at the boundary
of A ∩ B (and so required to initiate a rprt message).
Additionally, each node includes in its ping message its current knowledge of
◦

its bit sequence, bnum. In cases where the sink is outside A ∩ B, this information
enables nodes in A◦ ∩ B◦ to determine if they are also one-hop neighbors of the
boundary of A ∩ B. In Algorithm 3 these nodes also initiate rprt messages (see
Algorithm 3 line 26).
In cases where the sink is inside A ∩ B, the returning rprt messages must
be forwarded in any case by nodes in A◦ ∩ B◦ that are one-hop neighbors of
nodes at the boundary of A ∩ B. Accordingly, these nodes are able to add their
knowledge to the rprt message (see Algorithm 3 line 28).
As before, nodes receiving a rprt check that the message contains new, unseen
information before forwarding further (Algorithm 3, lines 37–39).
In the final step, the sink node deduces topological relations again based on
Table 1.

3.5 Intersection and difference model for complex regions (ID)
All the algorithms already discussed deal only with simple regions homeomorphic
to a disk. While this is an important starting point, it is obviously not sufficient to
model the variety and complexity of geographic regions (i.e., complex areal objects
with multiple disconnected components and holes). Several models of topological
relations between complex areal objects have already been discussed in Section 2.
However, as for simple regions, none of these models can be directly applied in a
decentralized spatial algorithm because of the inherent constraints to communication
in a geosensor network.
Of the alternatives, the most appropriate for adaptation to a decentralized spatial
computing environment is the intersection and difference model [4]. In contrast to
the 4-intersection model (∂ A ∩ ∂ B, ∂ A ∩ B◦ , A◦ ∩ ∂ B, A◦ ∩ B◦ ), the four conditions
tested in the intersection and difference model are: ∂ A ∩ ∂ B, A − B, B − A, A◦ ∩
B◦ . Table 2 summarizes the extensions made to the intersection and difference
model, distinguishing the eight four-bit sequences taken directly from the model,
from the seven four-bit sequences added to the model in order to account for the
finite-granularity characteristics of a geosensor network. For instance, if two regions
are empty, the description of disjoint could include 0000 (not considered in the
intersection and difference model). If two regions have no interiors, the equals
relation can include the 1000 bit sequence. Similarly, coarse spatial granularity can
lead to a lack of region interiors for the bit-sequences 1100 (cover), 1010 (covered
by), 0100 (contain), and 0010 (inside). Finally, 0111 is classed as overlap, but where
no single node in A ∩ B is a one-hop neighbor of a node outside both A and B (due
to limited granularity, as already seen in Fig 5a). The only remaining bit sequence,
0001, is not possible (i.e., non-empty interior intersection, but empty boundary
intersections, and empty set differences A − B and B − A cannot occur).
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Table 2 Determining the topological relation between complex regions using the intersection and
difference model (Algorithm 4)
bnum(v) for sink node v ∈ V

Topological relation

0110, 0000†
1110
1111, 0111
1001, 1000
0101, 0100
0011, 0010
1101, 1100
1011, 1010

A, B disjoint
A, B meet
A, B overlap
A, B equal
A contains B
A inside B
A covers B
A covered by B

Four-bit numbers represent ⟨∂ A ∩ ∂ B ̸ = ∅, A − B ̸ = ∅, B − A ̸ = ∅, A◦ ∩ B◦ ̸ = ∅⟩. Bit sequences
in bold font indicate additions to the intersection and difference model of [4] to account for limited
granularity of geosensor network. Bit sequences not tested in our simulations are indicated using †

With these adaptations, this extended model can determine the topological relations between complex areal objects with disconnected parts. For example, in Fig. 9
the sink node will infer an overall bit sequence of 0101 ∨ 0010 = 0111, corresponding
to an overlap relation (Table 2). By contrast, using the extended 4-intersection model
in Algorithm 3 would result in incorrectly inferring the inside relation between
regions, effectively ignoring the disconnected component. The resulting eight topological relations correspond directly to the coarse-granularity grouping presented in
[30] of the full 33 topologically distinct relations between complex areal objects.
Finally, Algorithm 4 provides the decentralized spatial algorithm corresponding to
the bit sequences in Table 2. The algorithm itself adopts the same basic structure and
techniques as already encountered in Algorithm 3.
3.6 Summary
All four algorithms are expected to have overall computational complexity O(n),
and load balance O(1), since in all cases every node can send at most five messages:
one ping message, and up to four rprt messages (and only three in the case of
Algorithm 2).
While every node is required to broadcast a ping message, arguably the cost of
this operation can be amortized by the cost of network initialization. In establishing
an ad hoc network, nodes would in any event be required to broadcast a “hello”

Fig. 9 An overlap relation
based on the intersection and
difference model between two
regions, one with disconnected
parts

0101

0101

0010
0010
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message to initiate communication. The information contained in the ping message
could easily be included in this required network initialization step.
Following this reasoning, the number of rprt messages could be proportional
to |V| in the worst case for Algorithm 1. However, Algorithms 2–4 require only
nodes at the boundary of the intersection of regions A and B to initiate rprt
messages (or their one-hop neighbors in the cases of Algorithms 3 and 4). As a
result, substantially fewer nodes are expected to participate in these messages, and
the overall communication complexity of rprt messages for those algorithms is
expected to be O(nk ), 0.5 ≤ k < 1.
These expectations are evaluated experimentally in the following section.

4 Experiments
The performance of the four algorithms was evaluated and compared with respect
to three criteria: the overall communication complexity, the load balance, and the
accuracy of the responses generated by the algorithms.
4.1 Experimental setup
The algorithms mentioned in the previous section were implemented within the
agent-based simulation system, NetLogo [37]. NetLogo is particularly well-adapted
to these types of experiments for two reasons: it enables algorithms to be implemented using code that is extremely close to the formal specification, reducing
impedance mismatch; and it allows the simulation of both the geosensor network and
the geographic environment being monitored, a feature absent from many purposebuilt sensor network simulation systems.
For each simulation run, a geosensor network with randomized node locations
was generated. The network was connected by the unit distance graph (UDG).
The UDG models the physical network structure, where nodes closer than some
communication distance c can engage in direct one-hop communication. In order to
ensure comparability across simulations, the level of network connectivity was kept
constant regardless of the network size. In practice, this means that as the number of
nodes in the simulation area is doubled
√ (increasing node density), the communication
distance c is reduced by a factor of 2 accordingly.
Further, a randomly generated pair of regions was grown using a randomized
variant of a dilation operation from image processing. The dilation procedure was
constrained to ensure that the experimenter can control the topological relation of
the regions generated. Thus, the spatial extent of a geosensor network can cover the
whole boundaries of generated regions. This can guarantee that all regions will be
monitored. Furthermore, a boundary must necessarily lie somewhere in-between a
node that detects a region, and a neighbor that lies outside a region (as shown in Fig.
2). This has now become one of the standard definitions of boundary used across
research into geosensor networks [7, 13, 18, 33]. Figure 10 shows two examples of
randomly generated regions that overlap (simple region in Fig. 10a and complex
areal object with a disconnected part in Fig. 10b) as well as the UDG connecting
nodes.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Example of randomly generated overlapping regions monitored by randomly generated
network: a simple regions; b complex areal object (in color blue indicates region A − B, yellow
indicates region B − A, and green indicates A ∩ B

4.2 Overall scalability
A series of experiments to investigate overall scalability was conducted across seven
different network sizes (250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000 nodes), for
each of the eight topological relations and four different algorithms, with ten randomized replications at each level (total 7 × 8 × 4 × 10 = 2,240 simulation runs). For
each run the overall number of ping and rprt messages generated was measured.
As expected, the ping messages generate exactly |V| messages in all cases.
However, as already argued, ping messages could be regarded as part of the
required ad hoc network initialization costs. Consequently, the more salient feature
of the algorithm from the perspective of efficiency is the rprt messages generated.
Figure 11 shows the total number of rprt messages generated for the overlap
relation only, for each algorithm and averaged over ten randomized simulations.
The results of a regression analysis on the same data is shown in Table 3. All the
regression curves achieved relatively good fit, indicated by R2 values ranging from
0.95 to 0.98.
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Fig. 11 Overall scalability for rprt messages for the overlap relation
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Table 3 Results of power
regression analysis (y = axb )
for responsive curves in Fig. 11

Algorithms

Factor a

Power b

R2

Basic (1)
3bit (2)
4bit (3)
ID (4)

0.2871
0.642
0.6767
1.7501

0.9176
0.7443
0.7602
0.7283

0.98388
0.96933
0.95696
0.96553

The results can be interpreted to indicate that Algorithm 2 showed comparable
performance to Algorithm 3, with Algorithm 4 arguably approximately the same
order (O(n0.73 )) but larger constant factor (1.75 as compared with ≈0.6). Despite a
substantially lower factor (≈0.3) Algorithm 1 arguably has the worst scalability given
its substantially higher order (O(n0.92 )). This broadly agrees with our expectation,
where Algorithm 2 generates only messages at the boundary of the intersection of A
and B, and at most three rprt messages for any node; Algorithm 3 adds up to four
rprt messages for any node, and rprt messages from one-hop neighbors of the
boundary of the intersection of A and B; Algorithm 4 further generates messages
from the boundaries of A and B; and Algorithm 1 generates messages from both the
boundary and interior of the intersection of A and B.
Further investigations investigated if the results for the different algorithms were
significantly different, or if differences might have arisen by chance. Accordingly, the
following hypotheses were formulated for all pairs of algorithms x and y:
H0 : µx − µ y = 0 for all network sizes
H1 : µx − µ y ̸ = 0 for some network sizes
H2 : µx − µ y ̸ = 0 for all network sizes

Using a t-test for the difference between two means (i.e. the means of the samples
for each pair of algorithms µx and µ y ), the null hypothesis H0 was rejected in all cases
at the 1 % level. Further, the hypothesis H1 was rejected in favor of the stronger H2 at
the 5 % level when comparing Algorithms 1 and 3, 2 and 3, and 2 and 4. The majority
of these exceptions relate to the smaller granularities (where the total number of
messages generated is in any event smaller). But the general pattern is clear: there is
strong evidence that the algorithms do give rise to significantly different scalability.
The other seven topological relations all follow similar patterns, with the exception of the disjoint relation (which generates no rprt messages in Algorithms 1–
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Fig. 12 Overall scalability of rprt message for equals relation
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Table 4 Resutls of power
regression analysis (y = axb )
for responsive curves in Fig. 12

Algorithms

Factor a

Power b

R2

Basic (1)
3bit (2)
4bit (3)
ID (4)

0.3905
0.9395
1.4329
1.175

0.9647
0.7343
0.705
0.7359

0.99585
0.98684
0.97691
0.97785

3). The main differences variability across topological relations can be attributed to
differences in the size of the intersection between A and B. For example, assuming
constant region sizes, the size of the intersection between A and B must be larger
for the equals relation than for the overlap relation. To illustrate, Fig. 12 and Table 4
show the results of the same experiments for the equals relation. In this case, the null
hypothesis H0 was not rejected for Algorithms 3 and 4 at the 1 % level, indicating no
significant difference between the performance of these algorithms for this specific
topological relation.
4.3 Load balance
Load balance is a vital characteristic of any decentralized algorithm, arguably more
so than overall communication complexity. Uneven load balance will consume
energy more rapidly at some nodes. In practice, that can mean some nodes deplete
their energy resource and die more rapidly, potentially leading to holes in network
coverage and even disconnected networks.
In addition to overall messages sent, the experiments described above also
recorded the number of messages sent on a per-node basis. The load histogram in
Fig. 13 shows for the overlap relation the number of rprt messages transmitted by
individual nodes (averaged over the ten repetitions) against the frequency of nodes
transmitting that number of messages. As expected, all algorithms transmitted at
most four rprt messages (or three in the case of Algorithm 2). Furthermore, the
basic algorithm (Algorithm 1) exhibits a substantially larger number of nodes with
the largest loads (four messages). Again, comparable results were obtained for all
the topological relations.
4.4 Veracity of algorithms

Fig. 13 Load balance for rprt
message for overlap relations
(averaged over ten networks
of 4,000 nodes)

Frequency (number of nodes, log scale)

In addition to scalability, the experimental investigation evaluated the veracity of
the algorithms, in terms of the accuracy of the detected topological relation. For
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Table 5 Misclassification matrix (rows are actual relation, columns detected relation) resulting from
Algorithm 2
D

O

C

I

E

Total

D
M
O
C
I
V
B
E

100/100
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
91/100
100/100
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
6/0
0/0
100/100
0/0
100/100
0/0
0/0

0/0
3/0
0/0
0/0
100/100
0/0
100/100
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
100/100

100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100

Total

100/100

191/200

206/200

203/200

100/100

Figures are quoted for network sizes of 500 nodes/4,000 nodes. Note: D = disjoint; M = meet; O =
overlap; C = contains; I = inside; V = covers; B = covered by; E = equals

example, Table 5 shows the misclassification for 100 simulation runs of Algorithm
2 with first 500 nodes and then 4,000 nodes. The rows of Table 5 correspond to the
actual topological relation, whereas columns correspond to the detected topological
relation. Because Algorithm 2 only detects five (coarse granularity) topological
relations, the matrix has only five columns, but eight all possible topological relations
were tested (i.e., both meet and overlap at fine topological granularity are detected
as overlap at coarse granularity; both contains and covers at fine granularity map to
contains at coarse granularity; and inside and covered by both map to inside).
Results for both 500 and 4,000 nodes are given together in Table 5. For example,
an entry of “91/100” in the M/O cell indicates that 91 out of 100 experimental
configurations that were meet were correctly detected as overlap with a network
of 500 nodes, whereas all 100 were correctly detected as overlap with a network of
4,000 nodes. All the algorithms tested exhibited similar increases in accuracy with
finer spatial granularity (i.e., larger, more dense networks), such that at 4,000 nodes
Table 5 indicates Algorithm 2 was operating at perfect accuracy.
The picture was slightly more complicated in the case of the fine topological granularity algorithms (Algorithms 1, 3, and 4). For example, Table 6 broadly shows the
same pattern of increasing topological accuracy with finer spatial granularity (e.g.,
at 500 nodes, three contains relations were misclassified as covers; at 4,000 nodes all
contains relations were correctly classified). However, increasing the network size
actually leads to more instances of the meet relation being misclassified (98 out of
100 correctly classified at network size of 500 nodes; 81 out of 100 correctly classified
at 4,000 nodes). This pattern was repeated for all three algorithms that operated at
fine topological granularity (i.e., Algorithms 1, 3, and 4).
This issue arises because meet is not well-defined in the discrete case. Because
of the finite granularity of the geosensor networks, the boundary of the region can
never be detected directly, but rather as a node that is strictly inside the region with
a one-hop neighbor that is outside the region. Thus, a true meet in the continuous
(infinite granularity) space would always be detected as disjoint in the discrete, finite
granularity case; instead regions must slightly overlap in the continuous case in order
to be detected as meet in the discrete case. Note that the same is not true of the
other two boundary-critical relations introduced by the finer granularity topological
models, covers and covered by. For example, a region that covers another in the
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Table 6 Misclassification matrix (rows are actual relation, columns detected relation) resulting from
Algorithm 3
D

M

O

C

I

V

B

E

Total

D
M
O
C
I
V
B
E

100/100
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
98/81
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0

0/0
0/19
100/100
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
1/0
0/0
97/100
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0
97/100
0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
3/0
0/0
100/100
0/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
3/0
0/0
100/100
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
100/100

100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
100/100
101/100
100/100

Total

100/100

99/81

100/119

98/100

98/100

103/100

103/100

100/100

Figures are quoted for network sizes of 500 nodes/4,000 nodes. Note: D = disjoint; M = meet; O =
overlap; C = contains; I = inside; V = covers; B = covered by; E = equals

continuous case may also be detected as covers in the discrete case (although the
converse is not true—a region that is detected as covering another in the discrete
space does not necessarily do so in the continuous space). Moving from low to higher
densities of nodes, small enough overlaps to be detected as a meet relation become
more likely to be detected as an overlap at finer spatial granularities. We shall return
to this issue in the discussion and conclusions.
Investigations of all the other topological misclassifications revealed two further
distinct causes of misclassifications. In the first case, the limited spatial granularity
of the network and random node locations could sometimes mean that no node happened to be located in some critical region component. For example, Fig. 14 provides
two concrete examples where the chance absence of any node in B − A (Fig. 14a) or
in A◦ ∩ B◦ (Fig. 14b) at coarse spatial granularity leads to misclassifications of the
actual topological relation in the continuous space.
In the second case, even when there existed nodes in key region components,
topological misclassifications could occur either by the absence of direct network
connection (e.g., caused by network holes and uneven distribution of nodes, Fig. 15a);
or where network direct connections spanned two close, but not coincident boundaries (e.g., Fig. 15b). These were still in effect granularity issues, but network
granularity rather than spatial granularity issues (i.e., the problems could potentially
have been averted if different network connections had arisen).

1000
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0010
0010

1000

a.

b.

Fig. 14 Misclassifications of topological relations caused by the limited spatial granularity, for
example: a where no node in B − A results in overlap misclassified as cover; and b where no node
in A◦ ∩ B◦ results in overlap misclassified as disjoint (for complex areal object B with disconnected
components)
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Fig. 15 Misclassifications of topological relations caused by the network granularity, for example:
a where a meet is misclassified as contain; and b where contain is misclassified as cover

In summary, while all the algorithms performed at high levels of accuracy,
especially for larger and more dense network sizes, the three main causes of misclassifications were:
– the weak definition of meet for discrete, finite granularity observations of
regions, requiring that regions in the continuous space must in fact slightly
overlap to be detected as meet;
– pure spatial granularity issues, where nodes did not happen to be located in
critical components of the regions; and
– network granularity issues, where adverse connectivity close to boundaries
happened to obscure the true topological relation.
5 Discussion and conclusions
This paper has demonstrated how spatial queries about topological relation between
simple and complex regions can be satisfied using decentralized algorithms. The
approach combines efficient data aggregation with spatial filtering, targeting communication at those nodes at or near the boundary of monitored regions. Significantly,
the algorithms do not depend on quantitative coordinate information, only on
relative neighborhood information. Because qualitative neighborhood information
is expected to be available at the most basic level to any geosensor network, the
algorithm is well-suited to highly resource-constrained networks, with no access to
GPS or other positioning systems. Thus, even though we can use computational
geometry to determine topological relations between regions, this research does not
require the whole nodes to have coordinate information.
All four algorithms were highly scalable, with overall O(n) communication complexity and optimal load balance O(1), verified through experimental simulation.
Indeed, if the O(n) initialization step for each algorithm is treated as an unavoidable
component of ad hoc network establishment, then for Algorithms 2–4 the overall
computational complexity reduced to O(nk ), where 0.5 ≤ k < 1 (and in our experiments 0.7 < k < 0.8). Algorithm 2 was consistently amongst the most efficient in
our experiments, but at the cost of reduced topological granularity, yielding only
five (rather than 8) distinct topological relations. It is arguable that distinguishing
between the three additional topological relations (meet versus overlap, covers
verses contains, covered by versus inside) is not of high interest in many applications.
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However, the detection of fine granularity topological relations between simple
or even complex regions (Algorithms 3 and 4) was not significantly less scalable
that the detection of coarse granularity topological relations (Algorithm 2) in many
experiments.
When considering the veracity of the algorithms, all the algorithms performed at
high levels of accuracy, identifying the correct topological relation in the overwhelming majority of cases. However, granularity effects did cause misclassifications, in
particular with smaller, less dense networks; regions that were small or had close
boundaries when compared with the network density; and with the meet relation,
which is difficult to model adequately in discrete spaces. A key issue for future work
is to investigate more appropriate models of topological relations between granular
spatial regions monitored by a geosensor network. This question is related to past
work, for example in digital topology (e.g., [24, 38]). However, this past work relies
substantially on the regularity of neighborhoods in the raster images towards which
this work was targeted. The highly irregular neighborhoods in a geosensor network
require more generalized descriptions of discrete topology.
Our approach does only address topological relations between two regions.
It is, however, not especially challenging to extend our algorithms to determine
the topological relations between multiple regions, for example by combining the
pairwise approach used in this paper. Further work might also implement and test
the algorithms in a real sensor network with relative ease, although at considerable
financial cost with today’s technology. A basic assumption behind this work is that
while today’s geosensor networks are complex, expensive, and typically numbered
in hundreds of nodes, tomorrow’s networks will be based on cheaper technology
with thousands or even millions of nodes, providing much more spatial detail about
the environment. This progress towards cheaper, more accessible technology is very
evident even over the past 5 years.
Finally, the algorithms in this paper are specifically designed to query the static
topological relations between regions, suitable for infrequent, one-off (snapshot)
queries. As the frequency of queries increases, so the efficiency of any snapshot
approach decreases. In cases where high frequency or long-running queries are
required, event-based approaches that monitor topological changes (merging and
splitting of regions) rather than snapshot-based approaches are likely to become
appropriate (such as [13]). However, we argue that these two perspectives are
complementary: to satisfy the requirements of a range of applications, algorithms for
both snapshot and long-running queries are needed. Further, long running queries
typically need to be initialized using a snapshot query, like those investigated in this
paper, in order to correctly infer the changes that are occurring.
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